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Science Action Plan
The Science Action Plan aims to provide a framework within
which directed scientific and knowledge generating efforts
contributing to the UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development can be developed and delivered.

It contributes, with other plans (governance, communication,
business, capability development etc), to the Implementation Plan
for the Ocean Decade, and builds on the Revised Roadmap for the
UN Decade of Ocean Science for Sustainable Development.
Articulates four Guiding Principles and
four Strategic Objectives and Associated Actions
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Guiding principles (Draft)
Guiding principle 1: Activities carried out throughout the Decade are
inclusive in their nature. Early Career Ocean Professionals (ECOPs), youth,
all genders and underrepresented minorities should be considered as a key
component of all activities.
Guiding principle 2: Activities carried out throughout the Decade are based
on partnerships between many disciplines and sectors. Activities should
aim to integrate social and cultural values, and traditional/Indigenous/local
community knowledge. They should be co-developed, involve all and be codelivered across partnering sectors. Therefore activities should aim to
incorporate academic and government sciences, the private sector, local
communities and other societal actors to generate impactful ocean
knowledge at the right spatial and temporal resolutions that can serve a
wide range of societal objectives.
Guiding principle 3: Activities carried out throughout the Decade should
aim to be transformative in their nature. Creativity and innovation are
required in order to accelerate involvement across all marine communities
and at all scales. Activities might include the development of new tools,
technologies, approaches and partnerships that facilitate a step change in
our understanding of the ocean system at multiple scales and provide
development pathways and rules-based management options that
collectively ensure a sustainable ocean future.
Guiding principle 4: Activities carried out throughout the Decade should
aim to contribute to a global and equitable sustainable future. Therefore,
sharing of scientific resources, capacity building and training and education
are key. Moreover, outputs produced during the Decade should be
accessible and widely shared, providing for equal and inclusive
dissemination of knowledge.

Guiding principles
Activities in the context of the UN Decade
of Ocean Science for Sustainable
Development are expected to be inclusive
and transformative, encourage
partnerships and contribute new
knowledge in support of more sustainable
human ocean interactions.
Therefore, four guiding principles have
been articulated that are expected to
underpin all the strategic objectives and
their associated actions.
These are intended to be integrated
throughout all aspects of the Plan and
provide the basis upon which all activities
should be developed, carried out and
delivered upon.
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Strategic Objective 1 (Draft)
Increase transformative science capacity and
capability globally to enable informed decision
making and societal engagement to attain the 2030
Agenda

Objective 1: Increase
transformative science capacity
and capability

Action 1.1: Implement and stimulate international cooperation in
and sharing of marine scientific research and technology;
Action 1.2: Facilitate the generation and sharing of critical
knowledge in support of decision making;
Action 1.3: Increase international cooperation to accelerate
transfer of marine technology for ocean observing, data analysis
and information systems ;

Action 1.4: Increase the scientific and technical capabilities of
regions, industries and in disciplines where these are currently
lacking;
Action 1.5: Develop mechanisms (including use of technologies,
educational and experiential programs) for expanding training,
education and ocean literacy;
Action 1.6: Develop easily and readily deployable systems that
allow for the evaluation of scientific and technical capability and
ocean literacy across scales in order to track global progress in
global ocean knowledge through time.
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Strategic Objective 2 (Draft)
Expand, innovate and integrate ocean knowledge
systems globally, including ocean observing
networks, data systems and other infrastructure

Objective 2: Expand, innovate and
integrate ocean observing and
knowledge systems

Action 2.1: Advance fit-for-purpose global ocean-based
observation systems that deliver information on all aspects of the
ocean including society and traditionally unexplored regions of
the oceans;
Action 2.2: Build open-access shared information systems,
including clearing house mechanisms, that follow FAIR principles
and best practices and are capable of assimilating and delivering
global ocean knowledge of an interdisciplinary nature;
Action 2.3: Innovate and improve marine services and their
delivery for use by society, including improving partnerships
between end users, observation and modelling communities;
Action 2.4: Develop and implement new technologies to lower
the costs, including extending the duration and reach of
monitoring programs and automating the collection,
synchronization and analysis of ocean knowledge;

Action 2.5: Develop mechanisms to integrate traditional,
experiential and local knowledge into ocean observation,
monitoring and assessment systems.
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Strategic Objective 3 (Draft)

Objective 3: Understand and
predict the whole ocean system

Understand and predict fundamental aspects of the
whole ocean system, including the human
component, to provide critical knowledge to
support sustainable development responses to
ocean-related change and hazards across scales
Action 3.1: Map all components of the ocean [for example:
physical, biodiversity, geological, biogeochemical, biological and
socio-ecological] including spatio-temporal components;
Action 3.2: Map human activities on and in the ocean and those
that effect the ocean including spatio-temporal components;
Action 3.3: Identify the functioning of ocean components,
including the functioning of ocean ecosystems that are essential
to human prosperity;
Action 3.4: Understand the role of the ocean from the surface to
the deep in the earth and climate systems that are essential to
human health and wellbeing;
Action 3.5: Improve forecasts for destabilizing hazards or events

Action 3.6: Develop the knowledge required for adaptive
responses to destabilizing hazards or events, including the
restoration and recovery of ecosystems and identifying pathways
that increase the resilience of coastal communities.
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Strategic Objective 4 (Draft)
Secure a healthy, resilient and sustainably used
ocean by developing and enabling integrated
assessment and decision support systems and other
transformational tools and processes

Objective 4: Developing and
enabling integrated assessment
and decision support systems

Action 4.1: Identify interactions, dependencies and connectivity between
environmental and human processes in space and time;

Action 4.2: Develop systematic and globally applicable cultural, economic,
social and ecosystem indicators of ocean health and thresholds that are
interoperable and capable of being assimilated across scales;
Action 4.3: Develop tools and technologies to assess the effects of multiple
stressors, identify future risks to the ocean from multiple stressors, identify
pathways that increase the resilience of the ocean system and the
management options needed to support increased resilience;
Action 4.4: Develop tools for effective assessment of the components of
the oceans and management of all uses of the ocean;
Action 4.5: Develop innovative platforms for delivering ocean knowledge to
all ocean stakeholders to support informed decision making and adaptive
management ;
Action 4.6: Facilitate engagement in policy processes through improved
science-policy mechanisms at multiple scales;
Action 4.7: Expand space-based planning processes that support equitable
access, provide for sustainable development and recognize the connectivity
of the ocean.
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Objective 1:

Objective 2:

Objective 3:

Objective 4:

Increase transformative
science capacity and
capability

Expand, innovate and
integrate ocean
observing and
knowledge systems

Understand and predict
the whole ocean system

Developing and enabling
integrated assessment
and decision support
systems

Societal Outcomes

Clean Ocean
Healthy &
Resilient Ocean

Project 1, focusing on nature based solutions

Predicted Ocean

Safe Ocean
Sustainable
Productive Ocean
Transparent &
Accessible Ocean

Project 5,
Tsunami
warning

Project 3, growing a fitfor purpose All Atlantic
Observing System

Project 4,
Global Seabed
Mapping

Project 2, Building a
Indian ocean
information system

GLOBAL – REGIONAL – NATIONAL GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

PARIS AGREEMENT – 2030 AGENDA – SENDAI FRAMEWORK
BIODIVERSITY – ABNJ – FOOD – ENERGY – URBAN

OCEAN ACTION PLAN
DECISION SUPPORT

OCEAN KNOWLEDGE
SDFG
WERE
HUB-CLOUD-SYSTEM

OCEAN SCIENCE

